The aim of this study is the determination of a suitable solar radiation model for the twelve cities of Chad based on meteorological data. Three appropriate models are used to estimate the solar radiation of each site. The choice of these models is based on statistical tests such as the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), the Mean Bias Error (MBE), the Mean Percentage Error (MPE), and the Nash-Sutcliffe Equation ( 
Introduction
The energy sector of Chad, which is still weakly developed, is characterized by high consumption of wood fuels (wood and charcoal), which accounts for more than 90% of the total energy consumption of the country. The use of conventional energies (petroleum products and electricity) occupies a marginal part of the national energy balance. These energies, although crucial in the development of a modern economy, account for only about 10% of total energy consumption in the country. There is no interconnected network in the country. Chad, however, has significant energy potential such as hydrocarbons, biomass and renewable energies, including solar and wind energy, whose exploitation could have contributed to the development of the sector. Solar energy applications require, above all, knowledge of the global solar radiation of a site. Thus, a reliable estimation of global solar radiation for a site is fundamental. Doing this will allow adequate knowledge of how to channel such application for either electricity generation, water heating, or irrigation, to mention a few [1] [2] [3] . In a developing country, the data are recorded directly only in a few meteorological stations. In many stations, the spatial coverage of radio stations is insufficient. For example, in Chad, there is not only a lack of measuring equipment, but also of training technicians. In addition, lack of maintenance or calibration of solar radiation sensors gives erroneous measurements or missing data [4] . Researchers have developed a large number of methods to estimate global solar radiation due to lack of reliable data on solar radiation. These methods are based on an empirical model linking variables such as humidity [5] [6] , temperature [7] [8]
[9] [10] , elevation [11] [12] , duration of the sun [13] [14] [15] [16] and latitude [17] [18] . It may be easier to exploit solar energy resources when the site under consideration is equipped with a pyranometer functioning regularly for several years. However, there is need to use approximate methods to predict solar radiation characteristics if local measures do not exist. Numerous models have been developed that connect global solar radiation to extraterrestrial solar radiation in order to estimate the amount of solar energy incident on a horizontal surface.
Among these models, the Angstrom-Prescott model has been developed and employed by many researchers and with certain meteorological parameters [19] .
In the estimation of global solar radiation, each of these factors contributes significantly.
This study was therefore focused to develop a mathematical model to estimate the solar radiation coming from extraterrestrial radiation, with meteorological and geographical data as governing parameters. The model was validated by comparing its results with experimentally measured data across the twelve sites of Chad. The impact of this is the fact that such model can now be used to analyse and make informed decisions on solar technology applications without recourse to several years of experimental measurements around the studied sites and across the region. 
Used Models
To calculate the global solar radiation, one has recourse to the ideal models.These models are in the form of empirical relations which connect the components of the solar radiation to the principal weather parameters and the astronomical parameters. The weather parameters are the ambient temperature, the relative humidity, the sunshine duration. Amongst the astronomical parameters one has the maximum duration of the day, the variation of the sun, the variation of the ground-sun distance and the solar radiation in the extraterrestrial radiation [20] . As part of this work, these include the Angstrom-Prescott model, the Allen model and the Sabbagh model.
Estimation of Extraterrestrial Radiation, H0
The monthly mean of the daily extraterrestrial solar radiation on a horizontal surface is determined according the following relation [21] 
The parameters a, bare respectively defined by the Equations (5) and (6).
The possible maximum monthly mean of the daily sunshine duration is [34] :
Global Solar Radiation on a Horizontal Level with the Allen Model
Allen [35] [36] estimated the monthly mean of the global solar radiation as a function of H 0 , the monthly mean of the maximum temperature (T M ), and the monthly mean of the minimum temperature (T m ) as:
Where K r is defined as:
In the relation (9), K ra = 0.17 and P/P 0 may be defined as: 
Global Solar Radiation on a Horizontal Level with the Sabbagh Model
While being based on data relating to several countries of the Gulf, in particular, the sites of Saudi Arabia, Sabbagh et al. developed two empirical relations binding the various weather parameters which affect the attenuation of the solar radiation, namely: sunshineduration, relative humidity, the maximum temperature, the altitude, the geographical situation (longitude, latitude) and its situation compared to the sea and a lake of water characterized by the characteristic factor of the zone, which is given by the following relation [37] :
With:
( )
RH and T max are respectively the monthly average per day of the sunshine duration, the relative humidity and the maximum average temperature of the considered month. ij ψ , climatic factor n, number of the month considered S, monthly average daily bright sunshine duration (h)
Statistical Test
In order to compare the data of the solar radiation provided by NASA (National Aeronautic and Space Administration) with those obtained from the various presented models, all the different models were implemented by creating a code using MATLAB and Excel.From each of these programs and for each studied site, on the one hand we drew up in the same graph, the values of whole-body radiation by NASA and those calculated, and in the other hand we drew up the relative error. The presented models in paragraph 3 permitted to evaluate the calculated global radiation H i,c in order to be compared to the measured global radiation H i,m . 
n is the number of the month.
The mean bias error (MBE) is the mean inclination error giving information on the performance of the long-term model. To this end, a negative value refers to underestimation, while positive value refers to an overestimation. It is given by Equation (15):
The MPE (Mean Percentage Error) is defined by the relation:
For this indicator, for a given model, an error expressed as a percentage between −10% and +10% is acceptable.
The NSE (Nash-Sutcliffe Equation) represents a measure of the precision of the model results. The NSE is defined by the relation:
where:
m H is the mean measured global radiation.
Results and Discussions
To estimate the overall solar radiation using the Angstrom-Prescott model, apart from the geographical coordinates of the site, the average daily insolation duration was considered.
Meteorological data such as relative humidity, maximum temperature and average daily sun exposure measured the overall solar radiation using the Sabbagh model. Maximum temperature and minimum temperature were considered in the Allen model. In Table 2 the values of the various parameters of Angstrom-Prescott model for the twelve sites of the three climatic zones of Chad are presented. Thus based on Angstrom-Prescott model calculation, one can conclude that Am-timan is the suitable place for the exploitation of solar energy compared to the other sites, because of his highest monthly global solar radiation of 5.917 kWh/m². The smallest value of the monthly global solar radiation calculated through Angstrom-Prescott model is 5.457 kWh/m² (obtained for the site of Faya-Largeau). The Angstrom-Prescott model is the most suitable for the calculation of global solar radiation based on the relative error with NASA data especially for the sites:
Bongor (1.590%), Pala (1.482%), Am-timan (−0.887%) and Mongo (−1.829%). Table 5 presents the obtained values of the parameters of Sabbagh model for the twelve sites of Chad. Abeche is the site where the sunshine duration is the highest (11.62 h); the smallest value is observed in Sarh (7.17 h).The highest value of the duration of the day is noted in Moundou (11.62 h) while the lowest value is observed in Faya-Largeau (11.20 h).For the relative humidity, it is in Sarh which has the highest value (59.31%); the smallest value is observed in Faya-Largeau (20.37%). In addition, the highest value of the maximum temperature is observed in Abeche (37.42˚C) and the lowest value is observed in Pala It can also be noted that all three models can only be applied if weather data and geographic parameters are available for a given site. The reliability of these models is the correct estimate of global solar radiation without going through direct and diffuse radiation. Moreover, it is observed that the solar radiation is affected by the meteorological parameters because the decrease of the parameters such as the temperature and the relative humidity leads to the reduction of the solar radiation. For example, the month of August seems the most unfavorable because the more it rains, the more radiation decreases. Table 6 compares the three models used for the twelve studied sites.The comparison between the obtained results through the three models of calculation and the measured data shows that the Angstrom-Prescott model gives the best estimation of the global solar radiation for the sites of Bongor (MPE (%) = We can justify that one model is more suitable than another if the statistical values tend towards zero.
The Comparison between the measureddataandthe estimated values of the monthly global solar radiation is presented in Table 7 .
Conclusions
In this work, the most adapted mathematical model of estimating the global solar radiation has been determined for twelve sites of Chad. The main results show that Abeche, a site in the Sahelian zone, has an radiation of 6.354 kWh/m 
